
Sample app (Android)

sample app 

Sample App
Sample Inc. • Android

Hostelworld: Hostel Travel App
Hostelworld.com • Android

Booking.com: Hotels and more
Booking.com Hotels & Vacation Rentals • Android

Select an app to analyse

Start analysis

Analysing Sample app (Android)…

We are currently analysing the app for you to detect whether it performs tracking in violation of 
data protection law.

This process will take a while. Do you want to be notified when we are done?

Notify me via email (create an account)

If you provide your email address, we will send you an email notification when the analysis is 
done. This will also create an account for you to manage your analyses.

Add text

No notifications

If you don't want to give us your email, you can also check back yourself using the following link. 
You can probably expect a result in ~10 minutes.

Make sure to store this link somewhere.

https://www.tweasel.org/a/c9a5a6878d97b48cc965c1e41859f034

Analysis of Sample app (Android)

The analysis of Sample app (Android) has finished. We did not detect any tracking data 
transmissions without consent.

What does that mean?

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Analysis of Sample app (Android)

The analysis of Sample app (Android) has finished. We have detected tracking data 
transmissions without consent, which you can see below.

This could be in violation of applicable data protection law. You can now send a notice to the 
developer giving them the opportunity to remedy the problems.

Send notice to Sample company 

Facebook Graph App Events API (query string)
The app has sent 2 requests to the tracker "Facebook Graph App Events API (query string)". 
More information >

Data type Transmitted value(s)

Device advertising ID (GAID/IDFA) 1209d0b9- b959-42e6- b921- aa5d9d08c1af

Other unique identifiers for the user, device, 
session, or installation

XZ9dd82044-772f-4b99- b17b-208e9c3cc38b

OS name android

App ID com.sample.app

App version 26004526, 23.13.1

OS version 13

Branch Attribution API
The app has sent 3 requests to the tracker "Branch Attribution API". More information >

Send developer notice for Sample app (Android)

Send email yourself 

Why do we need this? If Sample company doesn't actually remove the tracking within the 60 day 
deadline you have given them, you can send a complaint to the data protection authorities and 
ask them to intervene. In this case, you will need to attach the previous communication with 
Sample company.
Alternatively, you can also upload your sent email as an EML or PDF file.

Waiting to receive email in BCC…

notice-58efd809-326b-4bbd-b9ee-34900c536c89@upload.tweasel.org

We have generated the message that you can send to Sample company to inform them of the 
suspected violations and give them the opportunity to remedy them.

Click the button to send the message using your own email and come back afterwards. Make 
sure to include the following one- time email address in the BCC field:

Version: 15.3.5 Build 2040202

OS: Android 11

Source: Google Play store

Android iOS
Android

iOS

Other

Sorry, we cannot analyse "Sample app (Android)" on iOS.

Start analysis

Sample App
Sample Inc. • iOS

Samply 
samply.com • iOS

Apps may behave differently depending on which platform they are running on. You have been 
looking at the “Sample app” app on Android.

Which operating system does your device run?

Go back to the search 

You have been looking at the Android version of “Sample app”. Please select the iOS version 
instead.

Send me a notification 

 Estimated time until completion: 5±10 minutes

Upload email instead 

Waiting for the developer of "Sample app (Android)" to respond…
The developers of "Sample app (Android)" now have time until April 29, 2024, to respond to 
your notice (put this into my calendar). Please tell us, when they responded and what they said.

You can also forward all correspondence to us at:

response-58efd809-s3452-234d-b9ee-34900c536c89@upload.tweasel.org

Upload email(s) 

Email on April 01, 2024, 23:45 "Re: Notice…" 

Email on April 06, 2024, 15:31 "Re: Re: Notice…" 

Continue with the process 

If your correspondence with the developer is done or the deadline has expired, you can continue. 
Make sure that you have forwarded/uploaded all messages before you continue.

The developer has denied that there are violations. 

The developer told me that they removed the tracking. 

The developer has not responded concerning the tracking. 

How did the developer react?
Analysing Sample app (Android) again…

We are currently analysing the app for you to detect whether it still performs tracking in violation 
of data protection law.

This process will take a while. 

You can also back using the following link. Make sure to store it somewhere.
https://www.tweasel.org/a/c9a5a6878d97b48cc965c1e41859f034

 Estimated time until completion: 5±10 minutes

Analysis of Sample app (Android)

The analysis of Sample app (Android) has finished. We did not detect any tracking data 
transmissions anymore.

Yay, you did a good deed to humanity!

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Analysis of Sample app (Android)

The analysis of Sample app (Android) has finished. We have still detected tracking data 
transmissions without consent, which you can see below.

You can now raise this issue with the data protection authorities to have them check whether 
Sample company violates data protection law and order them to stop if so.

Contact data protection authorities 

Facebook Graph App Events API (query string)
The app has sent 2 requests to the tracker "Facebook Graph App Events API (query string)". 
More information >

Data type Transmitted value(s)

Device advertising ID (GAID/IDFA) 1209d0b9- b959-42e6- b921- aa5d9d08c1af

Other unique identifiers for the user, device, 
session, or installation

XZ9dd82044-772f-4b99- b17b-208e9c3cc38b

OS name android

App ID com.sample.app

App version 26004526, 23.13.1

OS version 13

Branch Attribution API
The app has sent 3 requests to the tracker "Branch Attribution API". More information >

How to contact the DPA about Sample app (Android)?

There are two ways you can ask the data protection authorities to look into Sample app 
(Android):

You can send a formal complaint. The DPA will have to investigate this complaint and inform 
you of the outcome.

However, to do so, you will need to prove that you are also personally affected by the 
tracking. We can guide you through this process, but it will require a bit of effort and 
technical knowledge.
Alternatively, you can informally ask them to check the app. This does not require any 
additional effort by you but the DPA will also not be legally required to investigate the 
complaint or tell you what they did.

1.

2.

Are you a user of Sample app (Android)?
Do you have the app installed on one of your device, which is exclusively used by yourself?

Check whether I am personally affected to send a complaint 

Informally ask the DPA to look into Sample app (Android) 

Yes

No

Where do you live?

Please tell us the country in which you have your habitual residence (where you live) or in which 
you go to work. Unfortunately, if if is not in the list below, we do not support your country at the 
moment and you will not be able to inform the DPA (through us):

Germany 

Ireland 

None of those, take me back 

Denmark

Graph of violations

Current running complaints

3 125
Violations found in last analysis


